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A PARANORMAL PUZZLER MEETS SCOTLAND YARD—at a smashing 3-in-1 price! Kate Benedict is a
London architect turned psychic detective. She’s competent, reasonable... and somehow able to see a
death-predicting aura over the people around her—from the new prime minister to her oldest, closest
friends—through the posh streets of London to the beautiful Tuscan countryside. And she can’t help but help
others avoid the unthinkable at all costs. Fans of traditional British (but not too cozy) mystery, savvy female
sleuths, and suspense with a metaphysical twist will love this paranormal trilogy —now available for a killer
price! THE AURA Life spins out of control for London architect Kate Benedict when she sees a dancing aura
above certain people’s heads that seems to signal death. Suddenly she’s psychic.
But that can't be! Psychic’s not acceptable in her circle, where the supernatural is strictly for the superstitious.
And yet…people are dying. People close to her. Kate's tentative attempts to talk about her new-found
metaphysical gift are met with eye rolls, so much so that she can’t even tell the nice Scotland Yard detective
who's investigating the death of a close friend, Rebecca Williams.
And now Rebecca’s neighbor has an aura. So what's Kate to do but try to save him by turning detective

herself? A break-in and attack on her boyfriend confirm that the murderer’s catching on that Kate knows too
much. But he (or maybe she) has no idea that what Kate knows is a little on the paranormal side. DOUBLE
BLIND Two politicians and her best friend have the death-predicting auras London architect Kate Benedict
can see despite her most fervent wishes. She’s had the dubious gift for a year now, and suddenly there’s no
longer any ignoring it. But the only way to get to the two pols is via her old friend, DCI Clarke; yet her
warnings go unheeded. Her frustration builds when her best friend, Anita, refuses to believe in their existence
as well — even when one appears over Anita’s boss in the hospital where she works. And then Anita develops
her own aura. THE FLORENTINE CYPHER London architect Kate Benedict’s weekend begins with “Follow
that cab!” and takes us off and running on an international adventure, ticking off picturesque locales from
London to a Venetian palace and the Tuscan countryside, pausing just long enough for a quick tour of
Florence’s Duomo, with danger dogging every step. What began as a quiet Friday night dinner date with an
old childhood friend turns into a manhunt when Kate arrives at the rendezvous just in time to find her friend
Ethan leaving in a taxi. Kate is alarmed to see the distinctive swirling pattern above his head that only she can
see, and that she has come to recognize as a portent of imminent and mortal danger. When Ethan’s
disappearance is followed by a series of cryptic text messages, Kate goes looking for him at his sister’s house
in Florence, Italy, but it’s immediately cl

